**PEPID™ RN ONS ONCOLOGY SUITE**

Developed with the Oncology Nursing Society, PEPID™ Oncology Nursing Suite (RN ONS) is the only fully-integrated, comprehensive, point-of-care information resource designed specifically for oncology nurses. Available online as well as for Palm®, PocketPC®, Windows Mobile® and BlackBerry® handheld devices, PEPID RN ONS gives you instant access to 6,500 drug names, herbals, and OTC medications, over 2,400 medical topics, medical calculators, and an integrated drug interactions generator.

Oncology nurses refer to PEPID for information about VADs, to avoid adverse drug interactions and medication errors, to monitor a patient’s neutropenic status, identify sources of infection, manage symptoms and oncologic emergencies. From early diagnosis to survivorship, PEPID RN ONS provides the key clinical information oncology nurses need in practice.

**PRODUCT DETAILS AND SPECIFICATIONS**

**2,400 Disease and Medical Topics**
Ensure quality of care with our comprehensive, integrated medical content. Logically organized for ease of use in practice; it includes background, pathophysiology, diagnosis, treatment and disposition on disease and medical topics.

**Drug Interactions Generator**
Maximize safety by utilizing our drug interactions generator. Check up to 40 drugs simultaneously and identify seriousness of interactions rated on a scale of 1-5. Each interaction is accompanied with an explanation of the effects of the interaction.

**Integrated NANDA-I Diagnoses and Stedman’s Terminology**
All of the nursing diagnoses contained in the NANDA publication, Nursing Diagnoses: Definitions and Classification 2007-2008 are integrated throughout PEPID to promote better communications and improve patient safety. Terminology from Stedman’s Medical Dictionary, 28th Edition, is also fully-integrated for enhanced clinical and educational value.

**Over 3,000 Dosing Calculators and Medical Calculators**
Make accurate patient-care decisions. Provides quick access to virtually any calculation you need such as glomerular filtration rate, acidosis, creatinine clearance and much more!

**Complete No. 1 Rated Drug Database**
Save time by accessing drug information without leaving the patient’s side. Includes over 6,500 drug names, herbal remedies and OTC medications with extensive kinetics and mechanism of action information, overdose management, and trade/cost information. Developed with the American Society of Health-System Pharmacists.

**Faster Access to the Information You Need**
PEPID navigation, TOC and Index are designed for easy, fast, flexible access to our comprehensive medical and drug databases. Faster access to the information you need, means higher productivity and better workflow.

**Internationally Comprehensive**
SI Lab Units presented along with American units, an SI calculator, complete metric conversion calculators, and even includes 1,200 Canadian drug trade names in drug monographs and incorporated into the Drug Interactions Generator.

PEPID’s fully-integrated content will allow you to:
- employ ONS best-practice methods
- gain instant access to everyday tools and scales
- maximize safety
- increase clinical productivity
- ensure quality-of-care
- improve workflow
- and save time
From pediatrics to geriatrics, content includes everything you may need to know anytime at the point-of-care. Content is updated regularly so you can be sure that you are referencing accurate and current information.

**PEPID™ Lab Manual**
Consider adding PEPID’s Lab Manual to your subscription. Containing nearly 300 lab tests, clinicians can have instant access to critical values, tests descriptions, crucial ordering points, method differences, normal reference ranges, related tests, equations and much more!